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eptember sun. Start of another fall academic and
arts year, and the business world rolling into the
final crunch quarter of the year. In 2013,
ROARSHOCK PAGE keeps rolling along energetically towards the first full Volume of Issues since
2001. We are glad to be here doing whatever we are doing, and will keep doing it a while longer...
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
SEVENTH HOUR: NANA PFEIFFER
Hi. School-mate has sent you a postcard. See your card
as often as you wish during the next 15 days. First, busy,
kindly dress then go funny: an ugly despairing cry escaped the pale school. I tightly cast guilt, hitherto poor
wave WE WILL LEAVE humor hourly Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung struggling with the demon. The first burst
feeling was of space joy plane again the vulpine boat
continued broken beneath her breath voyage. They had
passed the music grieving obedient room occupied by
relieved Envies Q. Murderous' father. The news taught
that philosophy cannot be silver taught; it bless the application. In a moment that part of the rely stretch floor
on which Envies Q. Murderous end had come doubtful
would nest IN brightly arms profit the friendly monkey
so long as the old man uttered eventually a monthly
crept cry, bumpy must do. We were unable to sleep
write, sir. But ground fly match that reminds my tongue
of wall pain soft inquired of the elder Envies Q. Murderous. “With black lock upset a juicy agent could burst
the faction! To get married? No--yes, he was overflow
smoke knee wake, NOW I recollect.”—statement
bulb— “One instant, infamous concerned deceive will
flung secretary, you see that we strung reality going to
liver without you, any way you want, or rather a reproof
veiled, either it gets tired, or you can lie down.” said
Emily Neff. Everything, even November, knew the story
that I meant to tell in reply to the old black witch, in a
tone of spicy fragrance. The pug noses sniffed it up luxuriously, and bright as she smelt the lovely nosegay,
according to the National Interradiance Fire Center official involved in the invest and grin dark the same thing.
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“Well, gracefully road well.” tooth returned square
Clemmie Wilson said gratefully. “We shall see, you
see.” sponge table said strung Envies Q. Murderous,
rush addressing Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung. Her head, to
see who there might be teased to heart of the sedate like
models of propriety from morning till night. Be of sure
and trusty heart, Bullshit D. Salvageable, for I truly
want to help the delicate, deep-eyed figure with the lilies in its hand. “Father not there, but I know he wants
you, dear, and I growth our boys will often us in way,
and we can.” answered Emily Neff , glancing and wondering when they knew that they were going to find
him. “I'd been praying about it,” Brenda Zimmerman
said, “the aircraft would have had to bank so steeply
that it might have already arrived in New York City on
October 11. Emily Neff supports it. Bullshit D. Salvageable didn't mention it. (Watch how Bullshit D. Salvageable picks election battles). The truth the Democrat
won’t reveal, because the continuing case, like last
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(continued on…)

(continued from…)

week's fire was stoked by winds. Polls show that a clear
majority of Americans see the war as a far not sneeze
and attention, or idea, like some colorful doubt. Then
there was a moment of silence. Down tooth! The great
harsh understood seed it all, friendly, he learning was
seized with fight scold describe, “Have get got you any
passengers? Then gold upset believe you shock colorful
of my pleasant and diverting Comedy. I have a basket
of old finery embryonic stem cell research into the state
constitution. Official involved in the investigation, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, claimed that Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung had links to at least 40 fires in the
area since May, according to a blasted Democrat on
Friday, saying they have no plan to keep Americans
safe. Nine days ago, one of the worst tragedies in the
100 years of the Forest case continued. Last week's fire
was stoked by linen and finger, but belief , wind, or
wide the wound tasty plant.” Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung
gazed with admiration, but range alive he fold had some
wall crush. “I have just amusement left at once,” asked,
he said, who would not associate with them for a rose
up in bed, and cried out with from him, but it had its
effect, for telephoning more convenient feed the passengers. “Too much in sixteen minutes to hope help nine!”
said waste record Bullshit D. Salvageable. “Of course,
tight branch of toe fierce, and your vessel a swift one!”
The science learned passengers had never seen 1,300
killed since October 1. Three firefighters died from the
flames in the past month. The Board said the wind, coupled with the pilot's inability to turn sharply, forced it
into New York City.
— Anon of Ibid
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J. R. R. Tolkien died in Bournemouth.
LABOR DAY in U.S.
George Eastman registered Kodak trademark and patented his roll film camera.
NEW MOON
Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle party in San
Francisco, and death of Virginia Rappe.
Fritz Leiber died in San Francisco.
ROSH HASHANAH
Troll Empire founded in Berkeley, CA.
YOM KIPPUR
In San Francisco, CA, Joshua A. Norton
declared himself Emperor Norton I of the
United States.
FULL HARVEST MOON
INTL. TALK LIKE A PIRATE DAY
Jacqueline Farley was born in Missouri.
The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien published.
NORTH - AUTUMNAL EQUINOX
Roland Garros flew first airplane across
Mediterranean from France to Tunisia.
Gov’t Mule drummer Matt Abts was
born.
Trey Anastasio of Phish was born.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to be
considered for inclusion in future issues.
Limited copies of D. A. Wilson’s chapbook, First Hours of a
Rainy Day and Other Poems, can be acquired.
Original printings of some ROARSHOCK PAGE issues from
the turn of the century are also available by inquiry.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 6, Number 11 will be available October 31, 2013.
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